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ABSTRACT

a lot of time; timing and optimization bugs on average 72 days and
algorithm and method bugs—most common in ML—require on average 92 days [29]. Unidentified bugs may lead to reduced model
performance [13], and they can cause real-world accidents, e.g.,
the Soyuz TMA-1 spaceship missed its supposed landing spot [23].
Also, 60% of the bugs analyzed by Islam et al. [13] lead to an application crash, enforcing the importance of preventing them. ML also
becomes popular in safety-critical applications, e.g., autonomous
driving [31], making its correctness more relevant than ever.
Existing research on bugs in ML programs focuses on ML libraries and investigates the developers’ usage and problems [13, 28,
29, 32]. However, not only libraries but also the used programming
language can impact code quality and encountered bug characteristics. Islam et al. [13] provide first evidence by analyzed bug
distributions in ML programs. They found similar bug characteristics across the investigated ML libraries, hinting that there are
common problems that might be caused by the language. Yet, so far,
there is no focused investigation of the impact of the programming
language nor its features on bugs in ML programs.
Today Python is central to ML development, especially for model
development and integration. According to a survey on the popular
ML platform Kaggle [15], Python is the most often used and the most
recommended language to aspiring data scientists; presumably due
to its perceived user-friendliness. However, Python lacks in speed
compared to other languages, has higher memory consumption,
and is more error-prone due to its dynamic typing, which can be
frustrating [21]. It may well be that a considerable number of bugs
are due to the prevalence of Python. But, we simply do not know.
For general purpose software on GitHub repositories, studies
investigated the impact of programming languages on code quality [3, 24]. While these studies come to different findings regarding
a programming language’s impact, they underline the complexity
of this question, where already finding suitable metrics is challenging [10]. Further, ML programs are different, making it hard to apply
engineering know-how from general software programs or utilizing
standard static analyzers to find bugs. The ML development process is data-driven in contrast to traditional code-driven software
development [1] and requires closer collaboration between separate professions, including domain experts, data scientists, software
engineers, operators and more [19].
In this paper, we aim to fill this gap by designing and conducting a systematic analysis of the effect of the chosen different programming language on bugs in ML programs. Gaining insight into
whether and how programming languages influence bugs in ML
programs will steer language development towards preventing ML
bugs. Further, it can improve the language selection, which reduces
the probability to face bugs, speeding up development and saving

Machine learning (ML) is on the rise to be ubiquitous in modern
software. Still, its use is challenging for software developers. So
far, research has focused on the ML libraries to find and mitigate
these challenges. However, there is initial evidence that programming languages also add to the challenges, identifiable in different
distributions of bugs in ML programs. To fill this research gap, we
propose the first empirical study on the impact of programming languages on bugs in ML programs. We plan to analyze software from
GitHub and related discussions in GitHub issues and Stack Overflow
for bug distributions in ML programs, aiming to identify correlations with the chosen programming language, its features and the
application domain. This study’s results enable better-targeted use
of available programming language technology in ML programs,
preventing bugs, reducing errors and speeding up development.
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1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The popularity and relevance of ML steadily increases. This ubiquity makes code quality and bug prevention in ML programs more
relevant than ever. Bugs increase development costs tremendously
and can lead to severe accidents. Between 40% to 80% of the project
cost can be attributed to software testing [7]. Fixing ML bugs takes
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cost. Also, the ML community can benefit as a whole by receiving
tools and features better tailored to their needs.
Therefore, in this paper:
• We propose an empirical study on bugs in ML programs on
GitHub and Stack Overflow (§2), correlating bug distributions
with (1) the chosen programming language, (2) the application
domain, and (3) the programming language’s features.
• We present initial evidence for our research objectives (§3).
• We analyze the potential impact of our study, enabling better
application of programming languages to ML programs (§4).

2

aware of programming languages offering ML capabilities inherently, e.g., Julia and Swift. Due to these special capabilities, we
suspect an impact on bug distributions that is too unique to compare to the prior mentioned general-purpose languages. Therefore,
we do not include Swift and Julia in our proposed study.
In the next step, we will apply the pre-processing procedure
proposed by Islam et al. [13], filtering and labeling the data. We
reduce the data to bug-related content by selecting only the GitHub
commits whose message includes "fix". For GitHub issues and Stack
Overflow questions and answers, we will filter by keywords, too,
extracting all posts containing "bug", "error" or "fail". For our study,
the bug type, bug effect, root cause and programming language are
the necessary attributes that we will extract. To categorize bugs, we
will use the taxonomy of Beizer [2], also used by Islam et al. [13].
In the analysis phase, we identify the distributions of bug characteristics for each programming language. To compare the discrete
distributions pairwise, we will use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
(KS test) [18]. It prevents the unjustified assumption of normal
distribution and comparing means, in contrast to the t-test statistic
used by Islam et al. [13]. We chose the significance level 𝛼 = 5%.
For instance, for the characteristic bug type, we will find the
language pairs that have significantly different occurrence of these
bugs. Finding these differences would support our hypothesis that
the choice of the programming language impacts the correctness
of ML programs. Also, the findings can indicate which languages
are better suited for the development of ML-related applications as
their choice is likely to reduce the number of bugs.

INVESTIGATING THE PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE IMPACT ON ML BUGS

To shed light on the impact of programming languages on bug
characteristics in ML programs, we propose to study existing ML
programs on GitHub and related problem discussions in GitHub
issues and Stack Overflow questions and answers. We first ask:
RQ1: Do the bug characteristics depend on the chosen programming language? We assess whether the problems and peculiarities in the data can be attributed to the chosen programming language. We expect that the bug characteristics of ML programs can
be grouped into significantly different clusters, which are mapped
to their programming languages. Then we ask:
RQ2: Does the application domain influence the bug characteristics within a chosen programming language? To achieve
guidance in choosing the right language, we aim to identify whether
the application domain, e.g., computer vision or email filtering, correlates with the bug characteristics. In case, we provide evidence
that future research on languages for ML must consider the application domain. Otherwise, likely, language improvements for one
domain generalize well to other domains. To further detail, we ask:
RQ3: Are differences in the bug distribution explainable
by the features of the chosen programming language? We
assess bugs present in one language but unlikely in another and
analyze correlations with the languages’ features. This includes
finding misuses of features and identifying the lacking features to
prevent bugs. As Python is the most common ML language, we
especially expect to find bugs that could be prevented by features
available in other languages that are absent in Python.

2.1

2.2

Impact of the Application Domain

To answer RQ2, we reuse the dataset collected in §2.1. However,
for the analysis of the application domain’s impact, we add the
application domain attribute by tagging the data accordingly. Based
on Shinde and Shah [27] we will categorize into the five domains
Computer Vision, Prediction, Semantic Analysis, Natural Language
Processing and Information Retrieval.
The analysis will follow the same procedure as in §2.1, however,
we now test the impact of the application domain on the observed
bug characteristics distribution instead of the programming language. We apply the KS test to each pair of domains across all programming languages and within each language. This obtains the
domain pairs with significantly different bug characteristics across
all languages and separately for each programming language.
If we observe that bug distributions are significantly different
between domains across languages, we show that programming
language research for ML must take the application domains into
account. If the insights differ for the programming languages, we
find the languages that are least and most error-prone for each
investigated domain. This would illustrate that an ML project’s
language selection should take the application domain into account
and provides qualified guidance during this process.

Impact of the Language Choice

To answer RQ1, we first collect a sufficiently big dataset from
Stack Overflow and GitHub, common sources for such studies
[3, 11, 13, 24, 33]. Stack Overflow is a questions and answers platform for developers seeking help with programming problems. Its
tagging system assigns a programming language to each question,
making it easy to extract data. GitHub is a hosting platform for code
repositories. Like Stack Overflow, GitHub has a tagging system for
programming languages and a public API to download the data.
First, we download all GitHub repositories by using the same
methodology as Gonzalez et al. [11] as it resulted in a sufficient
amount of repositories (4.524) and excludes irrelevant repositories
such as tutorials, homework assignments, etc. Stack Overflow questions and answers related to ML projects are gathered using the
methodology of Islam et al. [13]. In this study, we focus on Python,
C++, JavaScript, Java, R and Go as these are the main programming
languages represented in the data of Gonzalez et al. [11]. We are

2.3

Impact of Programming Language Features

To answer RQ3, we reuse the dataset from §2.1 and combine it with
a dataset of programming language features available in each of the
investigated languages. Based on [8], we propose using the taxonomy introduced by Jordan et al. [14] with the addition of the class
of programming language. This taxonomy includes type checking,
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Application Domains Impact Bug Characteristics. Linares-Vásquez
et al. [20] analyzed the code quality of Java projects for different application domains. They used object-oriented metrics [6] as a proxy
for code quality and found a negative correlation between antipatterns and object-oriented metrics. Linares-Vásquez et al. [20]
found that anti-patterns varied across application domains. Further,
Islam et al. [13] identified that bug patterns in ML programs are
different compared to other software domains. This provides initial evidence to RQ2, showing for general programs that their bug
characteristics depend on the application domain and that ML programs have different characteristics than non-ML ones. However, a
detailed analysis for application domains within ML is missing yet.
Programming Language Features Prevent Bugs. Programming languages differ in their set of supported features. Some of these can
reduce the amount of bugs as shown, e.g., for type systems [22].
In contrast, dynamically typed languages like Python detect these
errors at run time, giving less guarantee that a program will work.
E.g., Islam et al. [13] confirm by identifying that Python is prone to
data bugs and that type and shape mismatches are common problems. Programming language research is focused on developing
language features preventing the introduction of bugs. For instance,
gradual type systems have been explored recently for dynamically
typed languages, including Python [30] and JavaScript [5]. E.g.,
TypeScript is a superset of JavaScript with static type system features and Gao et al. [9] observed that it could have prevented 15%
of bugs in the investigated code on GitHub. These efforts to prevent
common errors by adding a feature to the language give initial
evidence to RQ3. However, the relationship between present errors
in ML programs and language features is yet to be discovered.

state cell assignment, state cell deletion, high order types, single assignment, modularity unit, functions and interactive input/output. These
features are complemented, as described, by the differentiation of
programming language classes: scripting language, object-oriented
language and functional language based on Scott [25]. To distinguish between language classes is reasonable as it was found that
certain language classes are less prone to error than others [24].
In the analysis, we reuse the method used in §2.1, but this time,
we assess for each language feature separately the impact of its
availability on the bug characteristics distribution. We will find the
language features whose availability correlates with the bugs in ML
programs. For these, we repeat the KS test for each bug category
individually and apply further manual analysis, finding which bugs
are prevented by the feature and explanations why.
With the knowledge gained through this study, a set of language
features could be found that potentially minimizes bugs in ML
programs. This can be used to guide language selection and to
shape future language and ML library development, suggesting to
support language features that are likely to prevent bugs.

3

INITIAL EVIDENCE

ML Programs Are Different. The development of ML-driven applications does not follow the traditional software development workflow and strongly focuses on data [1]. Islam et al. [13] show that
data bugs are most common in ML programs, further supporting
that ML faces new problems that do not exist in traditional software
development. Additionally, current debugging practices do not support identifying bugs in ML code well [32], indicating differences
in the bugs and their distribution between ML and non-ML programs. Humbatova et al. [12] analyzed projects using popular deep
learning frameworks, derive a bug taxonomy and validate it with a
user study. While they did not investigate the impact of the used
programming language, they give evidence to the relevance and
difference of ML bugs. Also, the development of ML programs is different. Traditionally, the software design is secured from unsolicited
change, hindering ML data scientists in their exploration [26]. Data
scientists today also rely on informal versioning, consisting of commenting out parts of the code to keep it for later reference [16]. This
approach of exploratory programming leads to new code quality
trade-offs [4]. These insights show that ML programs are different
from programs discussed in software engineering so far and, thus,
provide evidence that this ML-focused study is needed.
Programming Languages Impact Bug Characteristics. Various studies analyzed code quality based on the programming language
choice for general programs by, e.g., relating the language choice
to the programs’ bug distribution. Ray et al. [24] found a correlation between the chosen language and software bug distributions.
However, Berger et al. [3] could only partly reproduce these results. Programming languages also impact bugs in projects utilizing
multiple languages. Kochhar et al. [17] showed that the degree of
error-proneness changes when specific programming languages
are added to a project. In particular, the error-proneness increased
when adding C++, Objective-C, Java, TypeScript, Clojure or Scala.
This indicates that the languages may have different bug characteristics, providing initial evidence to RQ1. However, detailed insight
for ML-related programs is not available yet.

4

IMPACT ANALYSIS

The presented study potentially impacts all future ML programs
and, due to ML’s ubiquity, a huge share of future systems. The
improved understanding of the languages’ impact and flaws for ML
programs can help to select better suiting ones for the faced problem
as well as improving the languages themselves. Both potentially
improve ML program correctness and eases development, which
can speed up ML development and further propel its ubiquity.
In detail, the insights through RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 can help already today to identify preferable languages for ML problems from
a bug prevention perspective. RQ2 guides programming language
researchers for ML languages on how central the application domain is for their contributions, i.e., how probable it is that their
evaluated improvements generalize to other domains. Further, RQ2
and especially RQ3 are valuable sources to guide the development
of programming languages and libraries for future ML programs.
ML library authors can leverage the identified shortcomings and
apply language-level solutions as their library APIs themselves usually can be seen as a language within the programming language
(an embedded DSL). Even without altering their APIs, library authors can improve their documentation and training through the
improved awareness of mishaps not prevented by the language.
Reducing the number of introduced bugs also reduces friction
and frustration during the development of ML programs. Thus,
based on RQ2 and RQ3, easier-to-learn languages may be selected
for teaching. This helps the community to grow fast and shapes the
shared knowledge and standards within the community.
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CONCLUSION
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In this paper, we propose an empirical study on programming languages and PL bugs based on data from Stack Overflow and GitHub.
First, we assess the impact of the programming language choice on
bug distributions in ML programs. Second, we investigate the effect
application domains have on language-specific and general bug
distributions in ML programs. Lastly, we examine the programming
language features’ impact. We outline the method and research plan
and identify initial evidence. The results will impact practitioners
and scientists, revealing the code quality effects of programming
languages in ML, potentially guiding language choice and feature
design, preventing bugs in future ML programs.
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